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Abstmct: For a given optimization problem and some fixed feasible solution, 

the inverse problem is to find new cost function for which fixed solution is 

optima!. The new cost function should be different as little as possible from 

the initial cost function . 

In this study we present review of methods for solving different inverse 

combinatorial optimization problems, for example: inverse shortest path 

problem, inverse problem of minimum spanning tree, inverse problem of min

imal cuts etc. and also some generał methods for solving inverse problems. 
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1 Introduction 

In the past few years we havc observed the increasc of intcrcst in invcrse 

optimization problem, which was probably first introduced in cliscrete op

timization by Burton and Toint [3]. They discusscd inverse shortest paths 

problem and formulated it as a quadratic programming problem. Ever since 

number of rescarchers have studied problems of this catcgory and looked for 

some generał methods for solving them. 

It is worth to mention that such problems are strongly motivated by real 

problcms. For example shortest path problem which was studied by Burton 

and Toint was motivated by seismic tomography. Next two cxamples show 

us real life examples of inverse optimization problems. 

Model of earthquakes. 

This model has network rcpresentation where cost. arcs represcnts the 

transmission time of seismic waves between vertices which describe discrete 

points of the geologie zone. Earthquakes are observed and on the surface in 

d10scn discrete points scismic perturbation is recorded. The problem is to 

reconstruct the transmission times between particular points, ifwe have same 

information about geological structure of zone and we assume that shortest 

time waves are known. 
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Model of transportation network. 

Here we also can describe network representation and it is more natura] 

than in previous example. Vertices represent particular junctions and arcs 

describe cost of routes between them. The question is to recover travel 

costs as perceived by network users from the knowledge of their actual route 

choices. 

There are others applications of inverse optimization problems which mo

tivate researchers to study this problems. (sec e.g. [2]) 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the inverse 

optimization problem and some special cases of this problem. In Section 

3, we consider the inverse shortest path problem. In Section 4 we present 

methods for solving inverse minimum spauning tree problem. In Section 5 we 

consider inverse problem of minimum cuts. In Section 6 we show two generał 

rnethods for solving inverse optimization problems. In Section 7 we consider 

inverse combinatorial optimization probłems. In Section 8 we present generał 

model of some inverse combinatorial problems. In Section 9 we show some 

possible extensions of inverse optimization problems. 

2 Inverse optimization problem 

To describe the problem generally, we consider an optimization problem: 

rnin{cTx: x EX} (1) 
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where X C Rn is a set of feasible solutions and c E R" is a vector of 

cocfficients of the objective function. Let x* be any solution of problem (1). 

The inverse problem for x* is formulatecl as follows: 

we are looking for such vector c for which jjc - cl! is minimal and 

x* = argmin{ir x: x EX}. 

As norm 11 · li is usually taken: 

• 11-norm, i.e. 

I: le; - e;I, {2) 
i=l 

• lrnorm, i.e. 

(3) 

• łoo-norm, i.e. 

max je; - e;j . 
i=l,•··,n 

( 4) 

Now we formulate special cases of the inverse problem. 

The inverse shortest path problem 

Lct G(V, E, C) be a orientecl graph, where V = { v1, . . . , vn} is a set of 

vertices, E = { e1, • • . , em} is a set of arcs, and C = { c(et), ... , c(e,,.)} is a 

set of nonnegativc costs associatecl with the arcs. 

Lct s and t clenote two specific nocles in graph G. The shortest s - t path 

problem is to deterrninatc a clirected path (P) from nocie s to t in graph G, 

whosc cost: Le;EP c(e1) is minimum among all s - t paths in G. 
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The inverse shortest path problem can be formulated as follows. For a 

given acyclic s - t path (P*) in G we arc looking for such minimal (undcr 

fixed norm) perturbatiou C the set of arc costs C which 111akes path (P') 

the shortest s - t path in graph G. We assurne that all mernbers of a new 

set of arc cost C are also uounegative. In generał, there can be uot only one 

given path but a set of paths which should be shortest in graph G. 

The inverse minimum spanning tree 

Let G = (V, E, C) be a weighted connected grnph in which V is the set 

of vertices, E is a set of edges and C is the weight vector associated with the 

edges of G. Let 'J be the set of all spanning trees in graph G. 

The minimum spanning tree problem is to determinate such tree (T*) 

which contains all the vertices V and Le,EP c(e;) is minimal among all span

ning tries in 'J. 

The inverse minimum spanning tree can be formulated as follows. For a 

given spanning tree T* we arc looking for minimal perturbation C the set 

of costs of arcs C which makes fixed tree T* the minimum spanning tree in 

graph G. The new arc costs should be nonncgative. 

The inverse problem of minimum cuts 

Let N = (V, E, C) be a network with vcrtices set V, arcs set E and 

capacity vector C associated with the edges, where s E V is a source and 

t E V is a sink. Let (A, V\ A) be partition of set V, whcre s E A and 

t E V\ A. The s - t cut is a a set SA C E which contains only these edges 

e = (v', v") for which v' EA and v" E V\ A. 
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The problem of minimum cuts is to fincl such s - t cut S for which 

I::e;E.5' c(e;) is minimal. 

The inverne problem of minimum cuts we can formulate as follows. For 

a givcn s - t cut S' we are looking for minimal perturbation C of capa.city 

vector C which makes fixecl s - t cut. S' the minimum s - t cut in network 

N . 

In our problem we also assume that there are costs functions w+, w- on E 

for capa.city incrernent and decrement. so the inverse problem of minimum 

cuts is to find an adjusted capacit.y C which makes given cut S* minimum 

cut in network and for which 

~[w+(e;) max{c(e;) - c(e;), O}+ w-(e;) max{c(e;) - c(e;), O}] 
eiEE 

is minimum. 

The inverse combinatorial optimization problem 

The generic combinatorial optimization problem we can formula.te as fol

lows: 

min(max)f(x) (5) 

subjcct to x E X, where feasible region X is combinatorial; e.g. a subsct of 

{O, l}", eclge set E of graph G = (V, E) etc. 

The invcrsc combinatorial optimization problem is to find such minimal per

turbation cocflicients of function f which makcs fixecl solution x' optima! 

solution in set X. 
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3 Inverse shortest path problem 

Burton and Toint [3) consider the inverse shortest path problem aI1Cl use Lr 

norm and obtaiu quadratic programming problem. They use t.he modified 

Goldfarb-Indnani (GI) method [9) for solving obtained quadratic program

ming problem. The idea of GI met.hod is to solve sequencc of quadratic 

programming problems involving only some constraints which contains the 

original problem and in that way to obtain a sequcncc of dual feasible points. 

At every iteration of the procedure the objective function value monotoni

cally increases to reach the desired optimum. 

Zhang, Ma and Yang [19) formulate an inverse short.est path problem as 

a special linear programming problem and consider it under 11-norm. They 

formulate dual problem for this linear problem and use column generation 

scheme to solve obtained problem. This algoritlun obtains optima] solution 

in finitely many steps. 

Zhang and Liu [14) consider invcrse linear programrning problems undcr 

11-norrn and observe a connection betwcen this problem and an instance of the 

assignment problem. They obtain a met.hod which reduces inverse short.est 

pa th problem (and other LP problem also) to assignment problem which can 

be solved by strongly polynomial algorithm. 

Ahuja and Orlin [2) consider the inverse short.est path problem un<ler 

11-norrn and obtain rnore cfficicnt met.hod cornpared to met.hod obtained by 

Zhang and Liu [14). They show that. the unit-weight inversc shortest path 

problem can be solved by solving a shortest path problem. If we can assume 
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t.hat all arc cost are nonnegative then there exists algorithm which can solve 

inverse shortest path problem in O(m + n log n) time. In case of a weighted 

vcrsion of the invcrse shortest path problem we can usc any cfficicnt minimum 

cost flow algorithm to solve this problem. 

As a generalization of the inverse shortest path problem, Burton and Toint 

[4] consider an invcrsc shortest, path problem where arc costs are subject to 

corrclation constraints. 

This problem is also rnotivated by traffic modelling and seisrnic tomog

raphy but with additional constraints. In traffic case we consider not only 

delays on the links but also delays at signalizated junctions; in seisrnic tornog

raphy we consider costs associated with arcs and also the geological densities. 

This problem is solved by modificd algorithm which was used in [3]. 

4 An lnverse Problem of Minimum Spanning 

Tree 

J. Zhang, S. Xu and z. Ma [20] discuss the inverse minimum spanning trce 

problem undcr 11-norm. 

For graph G = (V, E, C) and for given spanning trcc T* we clenote set of 

eclges on T* by {ei, ... , e,._t} and the other by Un, ... , fm}, where IV\ = n, 

and \E\ = m. 

By OT we clenotc the family of such sets of arc costs C which satisfy 
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condition: 

c(fJ) ~ max{c(e;): e; E P(fJ)}, j =n, ... ,m, 

where P(fJ) is a uniąue cycle in T' U {/j}. 

Now the inverse problem can be formulated as follows: 

We are looking for such costs set C which fulli! the following conditions: 

•CE Dr 

• For any edge weight vector C E Dr satisfying 

inequality holds : 

c(e;) ~ c(e;), Ve; 

c(fJ) ~ c(fJ), \/fJ 

IIC-CII ~ IIC-CII. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Authors propose algorithm which bases on theorem, that exist optima! solu

tion C of the minimum spanning tree problem which satisfying condition: 

cr:;;.c. (9) 

This algorithm solve the inverse minimum spanning tree problem in a poly

nomial time. 

Sokkalingam, Ahuja and Orliu [11] show that the in verse spauning tree 

problem, consider under ł 1 -norm, can be formulated as the dual of an un

balanced assignment problem on bipartite graph (see [11]) . The algorithm 
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solves obtained assignment problem, and also unit-weight inverse spanning 

tree problem in O(n3 ) time, where n is a number of vcrticcs in graph . 

Thcy also consider weight,cd inverse spanning tree problem and formu

latc it as a unbalanced transportation problem, for which there exists an 

algorithm solving this problem in O(n2m. log(nc)) time, where n is a number 

of vcrtices, m. is a number of arcs and c is maximum cost among all costs 

associated with arcs in the graph. 

Sokkalingarn, Ahuja and Orlin [11] considered the invcrsc spanning tree 

under 100-norm where the objective is to minirnize the maximum arc deviation 

instcad of minimizing the sum of the arc deviations. Let 

ó=max{c;-c1 : foreache;EP(J1), j=k, ... ,n}. (10) 

If ó :S O then C is an optima! cost vector for T*. If ó :::=: O then ,5 /2 is a !ower 

bound on the objective function value of the problem. 

Antos bases on theorem that if we assume that c; - c; = a;, and if 

a;= min{0,-8/2} for each i, i= 1, ... ,k-1, and °'i= max{0,8/2} for 

each j, j = k, ... , n, then it is an optima( solution of minimax inversc span

ning tree problem. 

Aut.hors also propose the algorithm which solves inverse spanning tree prob

lem in O(n2) time. 

J. Zhang, Z. Liu, Z. Ma [16] consider the inverse problem when we have 

spanning trce T* with partition constraints of graph G under ł 1 -norm. 

Formally, let G = (V, E, C) be a weightcd connected graph and 
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lIB = {B1 , B2 , •.• , B,,.} be a partition of E, i.e. 

B; n Bj = 0, i i j 

UB-E J - , 

j=I 

Let a;, d; be nonnegativc integers an<l 

set of all partition constraincd spanning trees of G. For given T', we define: 

S(T') ={CER" : C(T') = minC(T)} 
TEX 

where C(T) = °Le;ET c(ej). The inverse problem can be formulated as follows: 

min{IIC - Cli : CE S(T*)} 

This problem is converted to linear programming problem for which dual 

problem can be formulated as a maximum cost flow problem (MCFP). There 

is a strongly polynomial algorithm for solving MCFP, so our inverse problem 

of minimum spanning tree with partition constraints can be solve by strongly 

polynomial algorithm. 

5 Inverse Problem of Minimum Cuts 

In [7] the authors cousider metho<ls for solving inverse problem of minimum 

cnt. Au important propcrty of minimum cnts in thcir studies is thcorem that 
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s - t cut S is minimum with respect to the capacity vector C if and only if 

there exists a feasible flow f such that: 

J(a) = { C~a) 
for all a E S, 

for all a ES. 

Obtained method transforms the invcrse problem of minimum cut into 

a minimum cost circulation problem.Presented method allows to solve this 

problem by strongly polynomial algorithms. They formulate also necessary 

and sufficicnt condition for the feasibility of the inverse problem. 

Ahuja and Orlin [2) give simpler proof of theorem obtained by Zhang and 

Cai [7). 

6 Two General Methods 

Yang and Zhang [13] formulate a group of inverse optimization problems as a 

linear programming model and present two generał methods for solving this 

problem. 

First method is the column generation method which consists in gener

ating columns for simplex method by solving original optimization problem. 

The convergence of this method depends only on the convergence of algo

rithm which is used to solve the original problem. 

Second method is the cllipsoid met.hod. This method does not require 

listing all constraints. It is big advantage in case when we have a huge 

problem to solve. It also provides a polynornial order algoritlun for many 

inverse problems. 
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Ahuja and Orlin [2] make an usc of the ellipsoid algorithm and obtain a 

theorem, that if an inverse optimization problem is solvable for each linear 

cost function, then invcrsc versions of this problem under 11-norm and 100-

norm are polynomially solvable. 

This theorem establishes the polynomial solvability of many inverse op

timization problems, but the ellipsoid algorithm is not practical for large 

problems. 

Ahuja and Orlin [2] also show that inverse linear programming problems 

under 11-norm and 100- norm are also linear programming problems. 

7 Inverse Combinatorial Optimization Prob

lems 

Some authors not only consider special cases of the inverse problem but also 

their generalization i.e. inverse combinatorial problem. Methods obtained 

by them are more universal and can be uscd to solve many problems such 

as: minimum spanning tree problem, assignment problem and shortest path 

tree problem. 

7.1 Inverse problem as a minimum-weight circulation 

problem 

Zhang and Ma in [20] proposc an universal mcthod to solvc combinatorial 

optimization problcms as a minimum - weight circulation problems. They 
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convert considered inverse problems to linear programming problems (LPP} 

and then construct network models which correspond to dual problems of 

obt.ained LPP. 

This method is generał and has better time complexity than column gen

eration method. 

7.2 Solution sets of inverse combinatorial problems 

In [18] Zhang and Ma consider same inverse cornbinatorial problcms and 

forms of their solution sets. They use Fulkerson's theory of blocking and anti 

blocking polyhedra [8] and found that the solution set of each considered 

inverse combinatorial problems is characterized by solving another combina

torial optimization problem. 

For example, after applying błock theory to iuverse direct.cd spanning tree 

problem, they obtain minimal r-cuts problem of the same graph. 

Theory of blocking and anti blocking polyhedra [8] is in a such case very 

useful and lets to derive results more easily than it was before, see Xu and 

Zhang [12]. 

7.3 Inverse problem as a case of submodular function 

The combinatorial optimization problerns such a short.est path problem, min

imum spanning tree, weighted bipartite rnatching and weighted matroid 

intersection are special cases of submodular function on digraphs. Thus 

it is importaut to study iuvcrsc problem of submo<lular function on di-
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graphs(IPSFD). 

Authors in [5] present method to formulate IPSFD a.5 a combinatorial 

linear program and also as a minimum cost circulation problem, which can 

be solved by a strongly polynomial algorit.hm. They also give a necessary 

and sufficient condition for the feasibility of IPSFD. 

8 General Model 

Zhang and Liu [15] present a generał model of some inverse combinatorial 

problems and consider this problem under l00-norm. 

For a given graph G = (V, E, C), let :r be a family of subsets of E, (P, P) 

be a given partition of E, and q E JR. 

For each F E :r we define: 

(11) 

If dc(F) ~ q for all FE :r, then P is called a dominant set nnder C . 

If the given set P is not a dominant then our problem can be st.at.ed as 

follows: 

min/lC-CII (12) 

s.t. dc(F) ~ q, V FE J'. 

If as 11-11 we takc 100-norm then our problem is equivalcnt to the following 
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problem: 

min,,\ (13) 

s.t. dc(F) - ..\IFI :'S q, V J E :.r, 

When we considcr weighted case, tlie problem has form: 

min,,\ (14) 

1 
s.t. dc(F) - ,,\ L -u(e) :'S q, VF E :.r 

eEF 

where -u(e) denote the cost of increasing (decreasing) one unit c(e;) . 

If Pis not a dominant set under C, then ,,\* is an optima! solution of our 

problem if and only if the optima! value of the following problem: 

is q. 

1 
max{dc(F)- ,,\'-(-)} 
FE'.f 'U e 

(15) 

Authors prove that if there is an algorithm A which solves problem (15) 

with any fixed ..\, then the Newton's method which thcy propose can find 

solution ,,\ • of 
1 

max{ dc(F) - ..\-( ) } = q 
l •'E'.f 'U e 

(16) 

by using the algorithm A at most O(n2 log2 n) times. 

Used Newton's method was previously obtaincd by Radzik [10] from a 

study of fractional combinatorial optimization problems. 
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9 Summation 

Presenting methods do not explore all su bject of inverse optimization prob

lem. We can easily find possible extcnsions, for example consideration of 

other norms. 

The scope of inverse optimization has been also expanded. New aspect of 

this isHue is so called reverse optimization problem. When we have optimiza

tion problem and a target value which can not be reached by this problem, 

we looking for most cconomic adjustment of problem parameters for which 

optima! value of the problem is not worse than the given target value. 
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